
Partnering with Cloud PC  
to deliver cloud desktop solution

A virtual desktop  
service born  
in the cloud

Cloud PC is a co-managed 
service that enables MSPs to 
deliver robust cloud desktop 
offerings. End users get a high-
performing desktop, running 
on Microsoft Azure and NetApp 
technology. MSP administrators 
are empowered to continuously 
support their environment(s) 
with services and simple, yet 
powerful, tools. MSP business 
owners and executives get low, 
fixed costs and the peace of 
mind that comes with a highly 
robust and time-proven security 
and compliance posture.

Our workplace has been digitally 
transformed. COVID has catalyzed and 
accelerated a rethinking of workplace 
environments, leading to a need to 
support employees who can work from 
anywhere. Chip shortages are driving 
businesses to rethink their desktop 
strategies. As a result of this almost 
perfect storm, cloud desktop solutions 
are predicted to grow by 253% by 2024 
according to Gartner’s recent market 
report.

With this growth in demand for these 
cloud desktop services, MSPs will need 
to focus even more on delivering 
superior, “worry-free” cloud desktop 
solutions to their customers. Unlike 
traditional VDI, cloud desktop services 
significantly change the economic 
playing field for MSPs – easily scalable, 
leveraged costs and workload across 
tenants, continuously robust security 
built-in, ease of access for customer 
users, and continuous backup and data 
protection. 

Legacy VDI solutions have evolved to 
the cloud but fall short as they aren’t 
architected from the ground up for the 
benefits and complexities required for 
scaling a secure cloud-based service. 
This leaves the MSP with the burden 
of development to complete the 
solution required to continuously deliver 
competitive and excellent experiences 
to their customers.



Enabling MSPs to focus on their 
business, not on the technology

Cloud PC enables MSP value add around their cloud desktop 
solutions – essential services that produce increased revenue 
while maintaining SLAs that lead to more opportunities to deliver 
customer value and differentiation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cloud PC solution enablement includes:

Accelerated time to productivity 
with simple, rapid onboarding.

With Cloud PC, MSPs can quickly deploy 
cloud desktops for their customers, 
including data migration from legacy 
desktops to the cloud.

Simplified budgeting and 
planning with a fixed monthly 
cost per seat.

Cloud PC’s low-cost fixed price per 
user per month results in a predictable 
spend and stable margin management 
for the MSP. They can bundle and 
deliver additional value-added 
services at their fixed price without 
fear of increasing costs for the cloud 
desktop component. In addition, Cloud 
PC manages and reconciles Azure 
billing, relieving MSPs from this time- 
consuming task.
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Single pane of glass with 
operational and cross-tenant 
visibility and analytics.

Cloud PC gives MSPs the ability 
to manage multiple customer 
environments within a single user 
interface, including focused drill-down 
capabilities into tenant deployments. 
These features and functions not only 
help MSPs continuously hone their 
customer environments, they also 
provide facilities for the MSP to solidify 
customer trust and satisfaction.

Built-in and assured security 
and application of best practices 
for every desktop.

Cloud PC integrates industry-leading 
security in all desktops, eliminating MSP 
worry about threats and intrusions. This 
turnkey service reduces the need for the 
MSP to invest in the security solutions to 
keep their infrastructure and desktops 
safe, thereby having a significant 
impact on the MSP service practice and 
bottom line.PC manages and reconciles 
Azure billing, relieving MSPs from this 
time- consuming task.

Cloud PC includes a layered approach for both monitoring 
and securing every deployment. Monitoring machine 
performance as well as measuring user experience are 
elements architected into the solution. 

Threat protection and security posture best practices are incorporated into Cloud PC 
for end-to-end security coverage using Microsoft Defender for Cloud (re-branded by 
Microsoft).



Built-in compliance

Our business is focused 
on supporting your business

Cloud PC is committed to meet data compliance requirements throughout 
its cloud data services portfolio, including Cloud PC. Built-in compliance by 
design means the Cloud PC Global Control Plane does not store sensitive 
data, where personal information is retained only in customer tenants 
where it belongs. Access is controlled via a rules-based prescriptive 
approach with additional guidance for conditional access and MFA that 
automatically ties into existing platform identity rules (e.g. B2C) and RBAC.

For customer end users
Cloud PC delivers a high-performance 
desktop creating a “better than local” 
comfort level for end users. The breadth 
of application support is unparalleled 
including performance intensive, low-
latency graphics applications.

For MSP administrators
Cloud PC is designed to make 
administration easy and efficient. The 
Cloud PC specialist team helps MSPs 
get quickly set up and running based 
on established best practices. The 
simple workflow approach, automation 
and comprehensive management 
functionality enables admins to easily 
keep users enabled and productive with 
the desktop resources needed to do 
their jobs.
 
Also, with the wizard-driven onboarding 
automation and application 
management functionality, admins can 
easily keep users continuously enabled 
in what they are needing to do their 
jobs.



Managed cloud  
desktop solution

For the MSP business,
Cloud PC includes Windows 365 and Azure Virtual Desktop support, data protection and 
security and integrated support, all at a predictable fixed per-month pricing. The Cloud 
PC team also brings best practices for a number of focused use cases driving cloud 
desktops – e.g. Work From Home (WFH), M&A, business continuity, and seasonal work.


